
HOT WHEELS MONSTER TRUCKS LIVE FAQ  

 

Where can I buy tickets and how much do they cost? 

You can find event info and ticket links at http://hotwheelsmonstertruckslive.com/event/  

You will be able to see details on upcoming shows and links to purchase tickets.  

    

Which personal items/types of bags are allowed into the arena or stadium? 

Please visit the host venue websites to find the polices we follow, all set forth by the arenas.  

      

What are the tour dates, times and locations? 

Please visit http://hotwheelsmonstertruckslive.com/event/ to see upcoming tour dates and venue 

locations. New locations and dates will be added to the site so continue to visit the events page to see 

all of the updates! 

   

Can we spend time on the floor with the drivers/trucks? 

Yes! The Crash Zone Pre-Show Party provides an opportunity to meet all of the drivers and get close to 

the trucks! 

  

What can we expect in the Crash Zone Pre-Show Party?        

Get to the Arena early for the Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Live Crash Zone Pre-Show Party. Meet the 

stars of the show, up close and in person. Get amazing close-up photos, meet the drivers, collect 

autographs and see the unbelievable new Hot Wheels Monster Trucks before they perform!  

  

Where is the Crash Zone Pre-Show Party located? 

The Crash Zone Pre-Show Party will be held on the floor of the arena. The staff at the venue can direct 

to the exact location and entrance. 

 

What items can I bring to the Crash Zone Pre-Show Party? 

Please visit the host venue websites to find the polices we follow, all set forth by the arenas. 

   

Am I allowed to leave the venue and then come back in? 

Please visit the host venue websites to find the polices we follow, all set forth by the arenas. 
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Where do I find out about the tour?  

Visit www.hotwheelsmonstertruckslive.com for more information and join an event near you at [link to 

Facebook event page]. 

 

How long is each event? 

Each show lasts approximately 2 hours! 

 

Is this event suitable for kids? Is there an age limit for kids? 

Yes! Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Live is for all ages! There is no age limit for kids and all are welcome. 

Children under the age of 2 do not require a ticket if they sit on a lap. Ages 2 and up require a ticket to 

the show. There are special kid ticket prices available for kids 2-12. 

 

What Monster Trucks will be there? 

You can visit our truck page on our website here to learn about all of the trucks in our show: 

https://hotwheelsmonstertruckslive.com/trucks/ 

 

Questions on show safety. 

Safety is our top priority at the shows. The show is designed to be kid-friendly! 

 

Can we meet the Monster Truck drivers? 

Yes! You can meet the drivers of the Hot Wheels Monster Trucks at the Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Live 

Crash Zone Pre-Show Party or after the show on the concourse for our autograph session! 

 

How can I purchase souvenirs and merchandise? 

Merchandise and souvenirs will be available inside the venue at all of our events! 

 

What souvenirs and merchandise will be for sale? 

Hot Wheels Monster Trucks Live kid and adult t-shirts, Hot Wheels Monster Truck toys, pennant flags, 

hats, and much more will be for sale!  Cash and credit card are accepted.  

 

Are tickets available at the door? 

Tickets are available at the box office before the event! 
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